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House Resolution 1463
By: Representatives Thomas of the 39th, Bentley of the 139th, Evans of the 42nd, Wilkerson
of the 38th, Deffenbaugh of the 1st, and others

A RESOLUTION

1

Recognizing Blah to Fierce Girls! and commending its founder, Ms. Shekina Moore; and for

2

other purposes.

3

WHEREAS, Blah to Fierce Girls! is a Fierce Girl Empowerment Movement initiative that

4

serves as a global resource for women with a calling to mentor girls, offering certification,

5

training, and support through their membership network, and equipping women to empower

6

girls ages 10-17 with positive body image, esteem, and leadership tools; and

7

WHEREAS, the organization's mission is to empower tween girls with positive body image

8

and style power; and

9

WHEREAS, a youth and women's activist, founder Ms. Shekina Moore's concentration is

10

helping to develop healthy esteem and positive body image in young women, believing it is

11

the key to tapping into their leadership capacity; and

12

WHEREAS, Ms. Moore's mission as both a powerful speaker and coach is simple: help

13

women and girls to be fierce, that is, free, inspiring, expectant, resilient, confident, and

14

empowered; and

15

WHEREAS, a resident of Georgia, she has been involved in several volunteer and

16

community activities and has received numerous accolades, including recognition as one of

17

52 Empowering Women Who Empower Girls 2014; a feature in Who's Who in Black

18

Atlanta; the Lifetime Achievement Award 2015; the Woman of Impact Award 2015; and the

19

Presidential Volunteer Service Award 2015 signed by President Barack Obama; and

20

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this

21

remarkable and distinguished organization and its founder be appropriately recognized.
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22

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that

23

the members of this body recognize Blah to Fierce Girls! and commend its founder, Ms.

24

Shekina Moore, for their exemplary service to the State of Georgia.

25

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized

26

and directed to make appropriate copies of this resolution available for distribution to Blah

27

to Fierce Girls! and Ms. Shekina Moore.
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